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1.

Executive Summary

1.1. The use of bots and automated profiles in the political debate are risks known to the
democratic process since at least 2014, according to the FGV DAPP’s study from August 20171.
The study which showed the presence of “bots” acting in favor of the main political fields on
Twitter during elections that year.
1.2. However, in 2018 the issue is even more relevant and it is now worsened by the fake news
phenomenon: the bots are already present in the political debate, as shown by the FGV DAPP’s
study which focused on the main presidential candidates.
1.3. This unpublished study identifies, based on the political process of 2014, a botnet of 699
automated profiles (a “subnet” of all bots that were already highlighted by FGV DAPP during that
time). These automated profiles shared content from the campaigns of Aécio Neves (PSDB) and
Marina Silva (former PSB) in 2014.
1.4. In the same database of the 2014 elections, were also evaluated the automated accounts of
the campaign of the former President Dilma Rousseff (PT). The analysis identified a botnet with a
total of 430 automated accounts (another “subnet”) that shared the link of the website Muda Mais
and 7
 9 accounts that shared another official l ink of Dilma.
1.5. The analysis exposed, in summary, links between (1) companies that provided services to the
candidacy of Aécio, Marina and Dilma and their campaigns and (2) campaign websites, which
contents were shared by botnets in the campaigns of Aécio Neves (Case 1), Marina Silva (Case 2)
and Dilma Rousseff (Case 3).
1.6. It is worth noting that, this study does not aim to identify the outsourcing of automated
profiles for the campaigns or candidates aforementioned. The purpose of the study has academic
and methodological interest on the interferences of bots and automated profiles in the public
debate on social networks.
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1.7. Regarding Case 1 - Aécio Neves’s campaign, based on the Superior Electoral Court website
(TSE - Tribunal Superior Eleitoral – herein after TSE), it was identified that R$ 168,000.00 were paid
in three installments to a company called Storm Security for the provision of technology services.
By this sense, a connection was established between the service provider and the website in which
the content was shared by bots.
1.8. In Case 3 - Dilma Rousseff’s campaign, this relation was proved by a TSE decision granting an
injunction requested by Marina Silva and her coalition. The politician suggested that the company
Digital Polis, owner of the domain www.dilma.com.br, was the digital arm of Polis Propaganda,
“the company that owns the website www.mudamais.com”.
1.9. The analysis of the patterns of images, texts and locations listed in the bots of Case 1 - Aécio
Neves’s campaign, indicates that the services were potentially purchased and/or produced
abroad, especially in Russia. With the public funding planned for 2018, the use of bots to
disseminate fake news can affect the democratic process.
1.10. Therefore, the results confirm the risks of interference with the Brazilian elections through
the use of automated profiles (bots) and manipulative content on social networks in all major
political fields in the 2018 elections, including the funding of online campaigns with public
resources.
1.11. Bots may have positive and negative aspects: they can be content polluters and malicious
promoters; but they can also be genuine, by publishing and updating news feeds, performing
transactions and customer service, among other services. In this study, the focus is on the
negative aspects, aiming to reflect upon the interferences within the electoral process and the
defense of democracy.
1.12. Finally, the results presented in this document were acquired via a sequence of
methodological, analytical and investigative processes. As information was obtained from open
source research, and public sources, this study can be replicated for the purpose of verifying the
methodology adopted by FGV DAPP.
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2. Introduction
Interferences by automated profiles in the political process are a risk to the smoothness of
the public debate and, as a consequence, to the political and electoral process since at
least 2014, according to the study “Bots, Social Networks and Politics in Brazil”,
published by FGV DAPP in August 2017. The article showed the presence of “bots” acting
in favor of the main political fields on Twitter. At the time, interactions motivated by
“bots” reached up to 20% in key moments, such as the debate in the Brazilian TV network
Globo in the second round of the elections, which had the former President Dilma Rousseff
(PT) and the Senator Aécio Neves (PSDB).
The map of interactions (graph) below reveals the presence of automated profiles at that
moment, showing its effect on inflating more radical positions and potentially influencing
the public debate regarding issues of the public agenda.

Map of interactions of Globo TV Presidential Election Debate in 2014

Source: Twitter | Compiled by: FGV DAPP
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The regulations regarding the election campaign on the Internet did not exist in 2014. For
2018, the legislation foresees the possibility of this activity to occur, which could open
loopholes for the use of bots with public resources, potentially compromising the
smoothness of the public debate and, consequently, the electoral and political process.
Therefore, in 2018, the possibility of interference is even higher, aggravated by the fake
news phenomenon that found in “bots” a means of spreading at a faster rate. As displayed
below, bots are already present in the debates of the main presidential elections this
year. Based on the database collected between November and December 2017 (with more
than 730 thousand tweets), it was observed how automated profiles have significantly
engaged in the debate in major political fields.
Map of interactions on political actors – Nov. 18 to Dec. 17, 2017

Source: Twitter | Compiled: FGV DAPP.
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New developments in the analysis of FGV DAPP with data on the 2014 elections have
shown the use of fake profiles to share content in the campaigns of Aécio Neves (PSDB),
Dilma Rousseff (PT), and Marina Silva (former PSB).
The analysis identified a botnet (bot network) with 699 profiles that shared content from
Aécio Neves’s and Marina Silva’s campaigns. From the 699 accounts analyzed, 508 were
created in 2 days (August 2 and 3, 2013) and published their last tweet between October 5
and November 2, 2014. During that period, the accounts generated 773.703 publications,
an average of 419 publications per user. Some of the accounts are still active when
drafting this report.
The analysis of the content shared by these profiles showed that, among the most
common links, are websites associated with Aécio’s campaign and with the company
Storm Security, provider of technology services. Based on the website of the Superior
Electoral Court (TSE), it was identified that the Aécio Neves’s campaign paid
R$168,000.00 in three installments to Storm Security. An investigation into “bots” that
disseminated content of these domains also revealed a pattern of use of images linking
them to the Eastern Europe, such as movie characters, places and captions in Russian.
Figure 1, on page 9, illustrates a suspicious bot related to Aécio Neves in action.
In the case of Dilma, there were searched 16,877 accounts for the links
“mudamais.com.br” and “dilma.com.br”. In total, 430 bots shared the link for the Muda
Mais website and 79 bots shared Dilma’s website. A TSE decision that granted an
injunction pointing the company Digital Polis – owner of the domain dilma.com.br – as
the digital arm of Polis Propaganda: “the company that owns www.mudamais.com”,
confirmed the relation between the domain and the campaign. Figure 2, on page 10,
illustrates the performance of suspicious bots related to Dilma Rousseff.
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Figure 1 – Flow chart of suspicious bots related to Aécio Neves in action

Compiled: F GV DAPP

Note: The analysis did not identify the purchase of bots by Aécio Neves’s campaign, but it
revealed the dissemination, by bots, of content of a company associated with his campaign.
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Figure 2 – Flow chart of suspicious bots related to Dilma Rousseff in action

Compiled: FGV DAPP.

Note: The analysis did not identify the purchase of bots by Dilma Rousseff’s campaign, but it
revealed the dissemination, by bots, of content of a company associated with her campaign.
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3. Identification of bots
The investigation into the presence of bots began based on the tweets related to the
names of candidates for the Brazilian presidency in 2014.
It was used a method that correlates identical messages, which identifies the profiles that
accurately publish the same content at the same date and time, indicating automated
action. It was identified a network (botnet) of 699 accounts in favor of Senator Aécio
Neves, presidential candidate for PSDB.

Source: Twitter | Compiled: FGV DAPP
Note: Date of the last post - November 1, 2014. It is worth noting the similar number of tweets and
followers.

It is important to highlight that, in a research based on open sources, there were found
2 3

non-official pages reporting the action of these bots at that time , .

2

https://luizmuller.com/2014/10/08/e-os-robos-de-aecio-continuam-nas-redes-saiba-quem-sao-os-406-perfis-fakes-da-ve
z/. Accessed March 03, 2018.
3
https://www.conversaafiada.com.br/politica/2014/11/06/aecio-robo-e-jogo-sujo-699-perfis-falsos-que-feio. Accessed
March 03, 2018.
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The automated behavior of these accounts, the date of their creation and their last post
suggest that the accounts were created with a specific purpose. It is suspicious that some
of them were inactive after the end of elections.
Once the network was identified, it was obtained the last 200 tweets published by the 699
profiles and analyzed 30.000 links related to these tweets.

CASE 1 - AÉCIO NEVES’S CAMPAIGN
The results of the analysis are as follows:
●
Between
October
9
and
10,
2014,
the
link
http://cabradobem.aecioneves.com.br/ was shared 73 times with the following
text: RT @AecioNeves: #GoodFellow Join in! (#CabradoBem Participe!) (see
Appendix I, p. 36)
● On October 12, 2014, the link http://bit.ly/1qHT9oL, with extended version
http://psdb-mg.org.br, was shared 76 times with the following text: RT @psdbmg:
Mobilization of 10.000 people in support of @AecioNeves in Belo Horizonte. (see
Appendix II)
●
On
October
14,
2014,
the
link
http://bit.ly/1szcSfB
(http://campanha2014.aecioneves.com.br - extended version) was shared 93
times with the following text: RT @AecioNeves: Commitment letter to the higher
education public institutions. (see Appendix III)
● On October 21, 2014, the link http://avatar.aecioneves.com.br/ was shared 13
times with the following text: RT @AecioNeves: Join this walk by creating your
custom avatar for Facebook and Twitter (Participe dessa caminhada criando seu
avatar personalizado para o Facebook e Twitter) (see Appendix IV)
●
From
October
22
and
October
24,
2014,
the
link
http://aovivo.aecioneves.com.br was shared 128 times with the following text: RT
@AecioNeves: Soon, watch live the #GrandeEncontro45 with Aécio, at 6:30 pm; and
RT @AecioNeves: Watch the transmission of the presidential debate on Globo in
Brazilian Sign Language at 10:10 pm (Brasilia time). (see Appendix V)

The

links

http://cabradobem.aecioneves.com.br/,

http://avatar.aecioneves.com.br/,

http://aovivo.aecioneves.com.br are offline; however, as shown in Appendices I, IV, V, all
URLs have the same domain: aecioneves.com.br, with the expiration date scheduled for
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September 6, 2018. Until such date, the website administrators may reactivate the links
mentioned or use them for other pages.
Once the links in the Brazilian domain were identified, it was verified their holder through
the Brazilian Network Information Center - NIC Brazil (www.nic.br). The results are in the
Appendices (p. 35).
Also via NIC Brazil, it was confirmed the owner of the domain, which is the Brazilian Social
Democratic Party (Partido da Social Democracia Brasileira) – MG, CNPJ (Corporate tax
number) 24.059.610/0001-29.
4

According to the company’s website :
“Storm Security is a service provider and integrator of comprehensive technology
solutions managing development, implementation and maintenance of high
performance & critical systems”.
The company is located in New York - at 136 Madison Avenue, 5th floor, New York, NY,
10016. Phone number: +1 (646) 722 3838; And in Rio de Janeiro at R. José de Figueiredo,
320 - Bl. 4, Sl. 104 e 105, Un. 29 e 30 Condomínio Office House, Barra da Tijuca, RJ - CEP:
22793-170.
Based on NIC Brazil, the owner of the domain of Storm Sec is ELEICAO 2014 AÉCIO NEVES
DA CUNHA PRESIDENTE, CNPJ 03.801.483/0001-11 (see Appendix VI).
5

In the assessment of PSDB’s expenses on the TSE´s website , were found that two
payments of R$ 56,000.00 were made to STORM DEVELOPMENT LTDA, CNPJ
03.801.483/0001-11 (see Appendix VII): in the bank statements for accountability on Oct.

4

http://www.stormsec.com.br/. Accessed March 13, 2018.

5

ttp://www.tse.jus.br/eleitor-e-eleicoes/eleicoes/eleicoes-anteriores/eleicoes-2014/prestacao-de-conta
s-eleicoes-2014/coligacao-muda-brasil-aecio. Accessed March 13, 2018.
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3, 2014 – document no. 1246068 - and on Oct. 17, 2014 – document no. 1584257 (see
Appendix VIII), and, as an example, the bank transaction receipt (see Appendix VIX) and an
invoice 00000421 issued on Oct. 14, 2014 (see Appendix X). It is worth noting that it is the
same CNPJ related to Storm Sec.
In the TSE accountability, there is also an electoral receipt via donor (see Appendix XI)
that indicates the donation of R$ 56,000.00. The donation was made by ELEIÇÃO 2014
COMITE FINANCEIRO DF NACIONAL PARA PRESIDENTE DA REPUBLICA PSDB (CNPJ
0220558161/0001-02). The donor in the receipt was bank Itaú Unibanco S.A. (CNPJ
60701190000104) and refers to the payment of the invoice 395 (see Appendix XI) by
STORM DEVELOPMENT LTDA according to the transaction receipt (see Appendix XIII).

CASE 2 - MARINA SILVA’S CAMPAIGN
In addition to links related to the Senator Aécio Neves’s campaign, there were found links
related to Marina Silva’s campaign in this botnet:
● From October 4 to October 13, 2014, the link: http://marinasilva.org.br was
shared 401 times with various texts such as: RT @silva_marina: My position for the
second round RT @silva_marina: We’re not going to give up on Brazil. Learn 40
reasons to vote for #Marina40 this Sunday RT @silva_marina: Two days left for you
to vote 40. Learn 40 reasons to vote 40 on Sunday #BrasilMarina40 RT
@silva_marina: Learn 40 reasons to vote 40 this Sunday #BrasilMarina40 RT
@silva_marina: Still in doubt about your vote? Learn 40 reasons to vote 40 this
Sunday #BrasilMarina40.
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Source: Twitter | Compiled: FGV DAPP

The domain’s owner, according to NIC Brazil, is Rede Sustentabilidade, CNPJ
17.981.188/0001-07, which has a contract with Instituto Marina Silva (Marina Silva’s
Institute), institutomarinasilva@gmail.com (see Appendix XIV, p. 50).

CASE 3 - DILMA ROUSSEFF’S CAMPAIGN
The databases identified in Volume 1 “Bots, social networks and politics in Brazil” were
evaluated, more specifically the databases of Globo debates in the first and second
rounds, Pro-impeachment and General Strike.
Through the method that assesses accounts that have published more than one message
in less than a second and more than once, there were identified 16,877 automated
accounts in the four databases.
It was also identified a text published on TSE´s website informing that Dilma’s coalition
Com a Força do Povo and the company Polis propaganda e marketing Ltda were charged
R$ 30,000.00 for illegally using a website for electoral propaganda during the 2014
FGV DAPP
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elections6. The publication highlights that, in the injunction, the coalition Unidos pelo Brasil
and Marina Silva claimed that Dilma Rousseff, her coalition and the company were
responsible for irregular propaganda on the Internet via an illegal and non-registered
website, called Muda Mais (mudamais.com.br).
TSE7 published the decision of Minister Herman Benjamin, granting the injunction
requested by Marina Silva and the coalition Unidos pelo Brasil. They claim that the
company Digital Polis, owner of the domain dilma.com.br, is the digital arm of Polis
Propaganda, “the company that owns www.mudamais.com”, and that the two electronic
addresses “are kept and fed by the same team with the same degree of sophistication and
with similar exclusive content.”
8

In PT’s (Workers’ Party) expenses, reported by TSE , it was found one payment of R$
1,200,000.00, according to Invoice no. 4 issued on Oct. 29, 2013 (see Appendix XV, p. 51);
two payments of R$ 450,000.00, according to the Invoices no. 20134 (see Appendix XVI)
and no. 00000165 of July 25, 2013 (see Appendix XVII); one payment of R$ 300,000.00,
according to the Invoice no. 000015 of May 29, 2014 (see Appendix XVIII) and, one
payment of R$ 700,000.00, according to the Invoice no.000016 of May 29, 2014 (see
Appendix XIX); all these payments were made to the company POLIS PROPAGANDA E
MARKETING LTDA, CNPJ 05.018.135/0001.06.
In the analysis of the 16,877 accounts searching for the links “mudamais.com.br” and
“dilma.com.br”, 430 automated accounts shared the link mudamais.com and 79 accounts
shared the link dilma.com.br. The number of unique links of the domain mudamais is 325
and of the domain Dilma is 36. The total number of tweets/retweets in 2014 with the links

6

http://www.tse.jus.br/imprensa/noticias-tse/2015/Abril/plenario-multa-em-r-30-mil-coligacao-com-a-forca-d
o-povo-e-empresa-de-propaganda-por-pratica-irregular-nas-eleicoes. Accessed March 13, 2018.
7

http://www.tse.jus.br/imprensa/noticias-tse/2014/Setembro/tse-determina-retirada-imediata-do-ar-de-site-i
legal-com-propaganda-de-dilma-rousseff. Accessed March 13, 2018.
8
http://www.tse.jus.br/eleitor-e-eleicoes/eleicoes/eleicoes-anteriores/eleicoes-2014/prestacao-de-contas-el
eicoes-2014/coligacao-com-a-forca-do-povo-dilma. Accessed March 13, 2018.
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from mudamais.com is of 4,570. The total number of tweets/retweets with links from
dilma.com.br is of 125.

Source: Twitter | Compiled: FGV DAPP

Note: At the time of drafting this report, the profiles were still active and exhibit different behaviors
in relation to 2014. That is, instead of projecting a synchronized timeline, the tweets were
presented to demonstrate that the three identical messages were published based on a original
message.
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4. Identification of foreign influence
In Case 1 - Aécio Neves’s campaign, besides the content of the tweets posted, were
assessed 404 profile pictures within the 699 users that formed the analyzed botnet. As a
result, it was noted that these pictures contained extremely suspicious characteristics,
suggesting little similarity with pictures of Brazilian profiles. The profile pictures
considered suspicious are listed below. The pictures have a meaningful connection with
political, artistic and historical references of the Russian culture.

“We have to fight disinformation within the
norms of our government,” said Fried, ...
fellow in the Atlantic Council’s Future
Europe Initiative and Eurasia Center. Though
the United States and its European allies
must take important steps to counter Russian
actors meddling in future elections, ..., “we
don’t have to become them in order to fight
them.”(FRIED, 2018)9

9

I mportant Discussion The Atlantic Council:
http://www.atlanticcouncil.org/events/upcoming-events/detail/russian-political-influence-in-europe, accessed March 13,
2018. In recent publications:
http://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/new-atlanticist/here-s-how-the-united-states-and-europe-should-counter-disinforma
tion, accessed March 13, 2018.
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The profile picture of @xotiraxafyv is from a Russian movie called “Unbelievable
Adventures of Italians in Russia”.
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The monument shown in the profile picture of @bejefydykyt is in the city of Pskov Krom, in
Russia.
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The background of the profile picture of @vuniqolycib is the Red Square, in Moscow.
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Two users, @bemyjowudus and @vefuqafahap, have the same profile picture with
captions in Russian.
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The picture of the user @cicukebuvura shows a movie poster in the background with
caption in Russian.

The same Russian caption was found in the profile picture of @webacetogom:
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The user @vomydozucisy has a drawing by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry in their profile
picture, which, according to Google, was taken from the Russian Wikipedia.
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The user @volevaqimef has as profile picture a car with a Russian plate.
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At least two profiles have the same meme of the character Borat: @lytocyzifem and
@kuvurohadati. The meme, in Russian, says “улыбайся пупсик что злой сидишь”, which
means “smile that you are sitting angry”.
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According to Google Reverse Images, the picture of the users @kisirebeleg,
@lemovohepop and @quhikutynolu appear in Russian websites.
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The profiles @jykupizewyzi and @paweteziwuj show memes of cats in Russian.
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The user @lixyxydofaty presents Daniil Kharms in their profile picture, a avant-garde
Russian artist.
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5. Public policies recommendations
The interferences in the public debate motivated by the concerted action of a botnet in
2014 elections, as shown in this document, prove the risks of manipulation through social
networks. Nevertheless, above all, they generate an alert about the real threats that weigh
on the 2018 Brazilian political and electoral process, when strategic options will be set for
the country.
Therefore, a government action targeted at (1) the promotion of democracy and national
interest and (2) the protection of a healthy digital environment for the republican debate of
strategic issues of the country must focus on three main issues:
1. To prevent the misuse of public resources: To develop measures focused on the
radical transparency of the use of public resources in election campaigns, through
the TSE accountability and to the society, especially regarding the provision of
services in the digital environment (content promotion).
2. To combat asymmetries created artificially: To create a platform for recording and
reporting automated profiles (“bots”) and civic character technologies, audited and
controlled by the government and the society, providing data and information that
ensure the smoothness of campaign actions in the digital environment;
3. To identify illegitimate interferences: To technically enable the government with
means to identify harmful practices to the democratic process, such as bots and
foreign interferences, ensuring the Brazilian State time to act in order to curb
malicious initiatives to the democratic process.
It is recommended, in short, the strict monitoring of politics in social networks during
and after the 2018 elections with broad participation of the society and government
institutions. This concern arises from (1) the emergence of social networks as a
fundamental phenomenon in the contemporary society, (2) the unprecedented
involvement of public resources for political boosting, and (3) the distortion of the
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debate through malicious bots and fake news. The country must protect itself and pay
attention to non-republican campaigns or inappropriate external interferences. This
concern must be present not only in the 2018 elections, but also when setting up
agendas and in the public representation created. Thus, the democratic system and
plural and universally accepted values will not be threatened by interferences that
jeopardize the national strategic interest, democratic freedoms or the structure of the
Brazilian State in compliance with the rule of law and the protection of our treasures,
freedom and integration with values of the democratic world.
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6.1. CASE 1 - AÉCIO NEVES’S CAMPAIGN
APPENDIX I
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APPENDIX VIII

Source: http://www.tse.jus.br/internet/prestacao_contas/TSE-prestacao-contas-psdb-984-87-anexo-15.PDF
Accessed March 13, 2018.
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Source: http://www.tse.jus.br/internet/prestacao_contas/TSE-prestacao-contas-psdb-984-87-anexo-15.PDF.
Accessed March 13, 2018.
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APPENDIX IX

Source:
http://www.justicaeleitoral.jus.br/arquivos/tse-anexo-25-prestacao-de-contas-candidato-aecio-neves.
Accessed March 13, 2018.
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APPENDIX X

Source:
http://www.justicaeleitoral.jus.br/arquivos/tse-anexo-25-prestacao-de-contas-candidato-aecio-neves.
Accessed March 13, 2018.
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APPENDIX XI

Source:
http://cdn.tse.jus.br/contas_partidarias/PSDB_Partido_Comite_Financeiro_2014/ANEXO_07_DESPESAS_CO
MITE_FINANCEIRO_4.PDF. Accessed March 13, 2018.
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APPENDIX XII

Source:
http://cdn.tse.jus.br/contas_partidarias/PSDB_Partido_Comite_Financeiro_2014/ANEXO_07_DESPESAS_CO
MITE_FINANCEIRO_4.PDF. Accessed March 13, 2018.
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APPENDIX XIII

Source:
http://cdn.tse.jus.br/contas_partidarias/PSDB_Partido_Comite_Financeiro_2014/ANEXO_07_DESPESAS_CO
MITE_FINANCEIRO_4.PDF. Accessed March 13, 2018.
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6.2 - CASE 2 - MARINA SILVA’S CAMPAIGN
APPENDIX XIV
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6.3. CASE 3 - DILMA ROUSSEFF’S CAMPAIGN
APPENDIX XV

Source:
http://www.tse.jus.br/internet/prestacao_contas/partidos/2013/PT/prestacao-contas-281-59/TSE-prestacao
-contas-281-59-anexo-52.pdf. Accessed March 13, 2018.
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APPENDIX XVI

Source:
http://www.tse.jus.br/internet/prestacao_contas/partidos/2013/PT/prestacao-contas-281-59/TSE-prestacao
-contas-281-59-APPENDIX-52.pdf. Accessed March 13, 2018.
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